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Introduction

ABO and Rh blood grouping of the donors and recipient is a
critical step in pretransfusion compatibility testing. Con-
ventional tube technique (CTT) is the gold standard test for
blood grouping. But it is a labor-intensive procedure with
subjective variability in reporting of results.1 Moreover, it is
not adaptable to automation. Many newer techniques such
as the column agglutination technique (CAT) have overcome
their limitations. Most blood centers are shifting to semi-

automated or fully automated platforms. The CAT is used
widely in these platforms for serologic testing because of
increased sensitivity and stable end point results.2 This
technique has been widely evaluated on automated plat-
forms and equally efficient and reliable as CTT. However, it
is sometimes observed that CAT misses subgroups detec-
tion.3 Here, we report a case with a subgroup of A that was
failed to be identified by the CAT using dextran acrylamide
gel, signifying the use of CTT in evaluating blood group
discrepancy.
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Abstract ABO and Rh blood grouping of donors and recipients is the first and foremost step in
pretransfusion compatibility testing. Conventional tube technique (CTT) is used to test
for blood grouping and Rh D typing. But the procedure is cumbersome, and there may
be subjective variation during the interpretation of the test results. The other
disadvantage is that it is not adaptable to automation. Many newer techniques,
such as the column agglutination technique (CAT) used for pretransfusion testing,
are amenable to automation. It is being preferred to shift from CTT to semiautomated
or fully automated CAT platforms or other newer technologies in many blood centers.
The CAT has the added advantage of increased sensitivity and stable end-point results.
The results in automated platforms using CAT are equally efficient and reliable as CTT.
However, sometimes it is noted that CAT misses subgroups detection. Here, we report
a case with a subgroup of A that was failed to be detected by the CAT using dextran
acrylamide gel, signifying the use of CTT in evaluating blood group discrepancy.
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Case Report

A blood sample of a male patient aged 65 years with coronary
arterydisease (CAD)wassent tothebloodbank forABOandRh
D group typing. The patient did not have any previous history
of blood transfusion. Forward and reverse blood grouping
were performed using Matrix ABO/Rho (D) Forward and
Reverse Grouping Card with autocontrol prefilled with a
dextran acrylamide gel containing monoclonal anti-A (clone
11H5), anti-B (clone 6F9), anti-D (immunoglobulin M) (VI-)
(clone P3�61þ TH-28) frommicrotube 1 to 3 and neutral gel
from microtube 4 to 6 (Tulip Diagnostics Pvt. Ltd., Goa, India,
LOTNo. 2004, expiry February 2021). For forwardgrouping, 5%
cell suspension was prepared using Matrix Diluent-2 LISS and
10 µL of it was added to each of anti-A, anti-B, anti-D
impregnated gel system. For reverse grouping, 50 µL of pooled
A1 cells and B cells (0.8% cell suspension, respectively) were
added to the A1 and B labeled microtubes; 50 µL of pooled O
cells (0.8% cell suspension) was added to the control labeled
microtube; 50 µL of serum was added to each A1, B, control
microtubes, and incubated at room temperature for
10minutes. The card was centrifuged for 10minutes in the
gel card centrifuge (CC1600, Matrix, Tulip Diagnostic), and the
result was recorded. It showeda negative reactionwith anti-A,
anti-B, and a positive reaction (strength 4þ ) with anti-D. A
positive reactionwas noted only with B pooled cells (strength
4þ ) (►Fig. 1A) on reverse grouping (►Table 1). Since blood
group discrepancy was noticed, the test was repeated using
CTT as per institutional protocol using anti-A, anti-B, and anti-
D (►Fig. 1B) in the forward grouping and pooled A1, B, and O
cells (►Fig. 1C) in the reverse grouping. The red cells were

further tested with anti-AB, anti-A1 lectin, and anti-H lectin
(►Fig. 1D) to resolve thediscrepancy. For forwardgrouping, 5%
cell suspension was added to three test tubes containing
monoclonal antisera anti-A, anti-B, and anti-D (Tulip Diagnos-
tic). For reverse grouping, two drops of serum were added to
the test tubes containing one drop of 5% cell suspension of
pooled A1, B, and O cells, respectively, and were incubated for
30minutes at room temperature. Results were recorded after
centrifuging the tubes (Table Top Centrifuge, Eppendorf,
Germany) at 1,000 rpm for 1minute. For testing with anti-
AB, anti-A1, and anti-H, 5% suspension of the red cell was used
as forward grouping. Forward grouping revealed a positive
reaction (strengthþmixed field) with anti-A and anti-AB,
while reverse grouping demonstrated a positive reaction
with both A1 (strength 3þ ) and B cells (strength 4þ ).
Anti-A1 lectin exhibited no reaction, while 4þ reaction was
notedwith anti-H lectin. Antibody screening using a commer-
cial cell panel (ID-DiaCell I-II-III, Bio-Rad, LOT No. 45184.46.x,
expiry December 14, 2020, Switzerland) was negative.
Cold adsorption with gentle heat elution at 45°C confirmed
A subgroup. Secretor study was not performed as the
presence of “A antigen” in the red blood cells (RBCs) was
evidenced by cell agglutination with anti-A antisera and anti-
AB antisera during testing in CTT aswell as adsorption elution
studies.

Discussion

We suspected a blood group discrepancy of either missing
antigen or discrepancy due to unexpected ABO isoagglutinin

Fig. 1 ABO and Rh D grouping using column agglutination technique (CAT) (A) and conventional tube technique (CTT) (B–D).

Table 1 Results of forward and reverse grouping using CAT and CTT

Technique Anti-A Anti-B Anti-AB Anti-D Anti-A1

lectin
Anti-H lectin Pooled cells Inference

A1 B O

CAT 0 0 � 4þ � � 0 4þ � Subgroup A
Group O with missing
antibody

CTT þmf 0 þmf 4þ 0 4þ 3þ 4þ 0 Subgroup of A with anti-A1

Abbreviations: CAT, column agglutination technique; CTT, conventional tube technique; mf, mixed field (clumps of cells surrounded free cells).
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missed by CAT. But the routine CTT method detected the
missing antigen without increasing the cell–serum ratio or
incubation time. This case revealed the importance of CTT in
evaluating blood group discrepancy and failure of CAT to
identify the subgroup.

Blood group discrepancy exists when forward grouping does
not corroborate with the reverse grouping. These are classically
divided into fourmajor types. Group I discrepancies are themost
common type and result due to unexpected reactions in the
reversegrouping,eithermissingorweaklyreactingantibody(ies).
Group II discrepancies are due to missing or weakly reacting
antigen(s). Group IV discrepancy occurs due to miscellaneous
causes such as unexpected ABO or non-ABO isoagglutinin. Reso-
lutionofgroupsIIandIVdiscrepancyrequirescomplexenhancing
procedures.4 Here, we suspected group I or group II discrepancy
based on the results of CAT. Repeat blood grouping with CTT
revealed group II and group IV discrepancy in the form of a
subgroup of Awith anti-A1. Studies from different corners of the
world reported A3 being the most commonly encountered
weaker subgroup of A apart from A2 in the blood donor popula-
tion.5,6But the literatureon the existenceofweaker subgroups in
the patient population is limited and mostly confined to identi-
fying A2 and A2B subgroups. Weak agglutination with anti-A
suggests the possible presence of A3 or Ax phenotype. Aend

phenotype shows weak agglutination with anti-AB only. Anti-
A1 is almost always present in Ax whereas sometimes in A3 and
Aend phenotypes. Complex adsorption elution studies are re-
quired to identify Am, Ay, and Ael subgroup of A. Serological
characteristics observed here suggest A3 phenotype.

CAT involving microtubes either filled with gel or glass
bead containing buffer and reagents is thoroughly evaluated
for RBC antibody testing. These systems are found to be
superior to CTT in the detection of clinically significant
antibodies.7 Moreover, a gel-based system was better than
glass bead-based technology in detecting weak antibodies in
stored samples.8 But its use in blood typing is a relatively
newer concept, gaining substantial interest only a while ago.
Despite time consuming, CAT is used because of the simplic-
ity of the process and reproducibility of results with stable
end points. It is equally sensitive as CTT for ABO blood
grouping and Rh D typing, but weak A or B phenotypes are
better detected using CTT.9 It may be due to the reduction in
the proportion of antigen compared with the antibody
proportion to attend the zone of equivalence as the number
of antigens is less on the weaker variants of A or B and only
0.8% red cell suspension is used in gel-based technology.
Moreover, the absence of anti-AB, anti-H, and anti-A1 lectin
in the microcolumns of the gel-based assay in a forward
grouping may affect the interpretation of weaker variants.

Weaker variants of the ABO subtype are often mistyped
as O group due to variations in techniques and reagents.
Accurate determination of subgroup variants in such cases
helps in better management and predicting disease course.
Individuals with blood group O have 67% decreased chances
of developing venous thromboembolism than other non-O
group individuals. Among non-O group individuals, sub-
groups of A (A2) have a lower risk than others because of
decreased H antigen glycosylation resulting in an enzyme

with reduced transferase activity. But these individuals
have increased thrombotic risk as compared with O blood
group individuals. Moreover, patients with A blood pheno-
type have an increased risk of myocardial infarction (MI).
The alleles at rs514659 have been associated with CAD with
MI through coronary thrombosis modulation and rupture
of atherosclerotic plaque.10 Group O packed red blood cell
and AB plasma can be transfused to these types of the
patient whenever indicated. Identification of subgroup in
donors is also essential as it may be wrongly transfused to O
group recipient leading to decreased RBC survival.

Conclusion

Identification of weaker variants is of utmost importance
from both donor and patient perspectives. Though CAT has a
higher sensitivity to antigen–antibody reaction, it still
missed the identification of weaker variants. CTT is the
gold standard and should be used in evaluating discrepant
cases. Genotyping in discrepancy cases with CAD can help in
the prognostication of the disease.
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